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Section 1: Summary of Existing Plans 

Introduction and Planning History 
The city of Monroe and the surrounding communities of Alpine, Irish Bend, and Bellfountain make up 

what is known as the South Benton County area. Geographically, it lies between the two major cities of 

Corvallis and Eugene in the Willamette Valley making it a convenient and more affordable location for 

commuters or for those wishing to settle/retire outside of the city. The nearby Long Tom River and 

Alsea Falls Recreation Area provide great outdoor opportunities for nature and wildlife lovers. Fertile 

soil and a mild climate also make this area ideal for growing grapes which has allowed for several 

successful wineries to thrive. The agriculture and timber industries dominate here with one of the major 

crops being Christmas trees that are sold and shipped worldwide.   

Monroe, established in 1853 along the historic Applegate Trail, serves as the central hub for the area 

economically and socially, but unfortunately the community has experienced stagnation in commercial 

and residential growth in the last several years. This is due to a variety of reasons, but primarily can be 

attributed to the outflow of people into more urbanized centers and the steady decline of non-

renewable industries such as timber. Today, residents of the area wish to see their community expand 

and flourish while simultaneously attracting new businesses and homeowners. To facilitate this need, it 

is necessary to review and analyze preexisting plans, construct a community profile, outline assets and 

barriers, and devise recommendations, strategies, and indicators of success in an updated 

comprehensive plan. 

Plans in the past have laid out in clear detail what the community wishes to see changed or adapted, 

what strengths and assets are unique to the area, and where barriers to development exist. Some of 

these documents were made possible through funding by the USDA Forest Service and in collaboration 

with the Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments. To further facilitate the process of planning, 

community leaders, city and county officials, and resident volunteers came together to share opinions 

and expertise. Other revitalization efforts were made by groups involved in the area such as Alliance for 

Recreation and Natural Areas (AFRANA) and United Way.   

While a number of the strategies in these plans and efforts have been implemented to a certain degree, 

others have failed to come into fruition. Following is a brief summary of each plan and effort as they 

relate to economic and community development, the current status in terms of completion/adoption, 

and indicators of progress. 

Monroe Comprehensive Plan (1979) 

Proposed as a “guide to be continually used in making decisions regarding change in the community,” 

this plan was also used as a way to determine and implement policy, a reference for projects involving 

infrastructure improvement or land use, and as “a source of information and a means of communication 

and education for the public.” Included in this plan are also templates that outlined development 

standards, procedures, and locations in sectors such as land use, public facilities, transportation, 

housing, and urbanization. Sections devoted to recreation, historic and scenic spaces, and air and water 
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quality outlined the goals and policies that were either suggested by the city and county or the Land 

Conservation and Development Commission which approved the Comprehensive Plan in accordance 

with Oregon Land Use Laws (e.g. Senate Bill 100, 1973). Characteristics pertaining to how the plan 

should be perceived, what it should include, and how it should be implemented were also included. 

Furthermore, details about who should be involved in that process, how often it should be reviewed or 

revised if saw fit, and a timeline of events were added.1  

[South Benton Co.] Community Strategy Plan (1995) 

This ten-month project was developed by the Community Strategic Planning Task Force which included 

community members of Monroe, Alpine, Bellfountain, and Irish Bend in association with staff members 

from Cascade West Council of Governments and other Linn and Benton County planners. Funding was 

provided by the USDA Forest Service. In this document, economic and community issues were 

thoroughly addressed as well as sustainable strategies that could be implemented. Like the plan before, 

the data that was collected painted a picture of the community’s current needs and opportunities. What 

was different, however, was that each aspect of development and the community profile were neatly 

organized into a table in which their respective strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities were easily 

read and understood. Then, through a survey, community values were defined with quality education, 

safe neighborhoods, and local employment opportunities and family wage jobs ranking as the top three 

marked responses. Other topics included in this survey were areas of satisfaction and needed 

improvement. Next, objectives were outlined in order of importance with improvement of 

infrastructure, community appearance and clean up, and community and youth educational 

opportunities and activities taking precedence over other areas of concern. These goals were assigned 

to specific groups or individuals and rough timelines were set into place. To further inspire action, an 

overall vision statement was added that described how Monroe and the surrounding communities 

would look and feel in the year 2015. These were all positive projections.2 

Monroe Community Revitalization Plan (1999) 

This plan was “intended to serve as a master plan for improved community appearance, livability, and 

economic vitality.” It also acted as a blueprint for any revisions made to the Monroe Comprehensive 

Development Plan. Eight distinct sections make up this plan which are outlined below: 

1. General purpose served by the development of the plan 

2. Demographic data and community context/vision 

3. Community attractors 

4. Suggestions for improving the Monroe Commercial area; opportunities and strategies 

5. Recommendations for commercial building design 

6. Commercial business opportunities and strategies for business development 

7. Parking needs and recommendations 

8. Community recreation needs/opportunities with plans of improvement 

                                                                    
1 Monroe Comprehensive Plan 1979 
2 Community Strategy Plan 1995 
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The overarching purpose, however, of this plan was to improve the appearance of the city, especially in 

the commercial area so as to promote sustainable design principles and attract new businesses that 

would ideally be low impact and less demanding on the environment. This would be done by 

standardizing building appearance and structure, improving connectivity to key areas of town by 

developing easy to use and aesthetically pleasing multi-use paths, and designing parks and recreational 

areas that fit to a common theme. This plan then defines four areas of focus: Infrastructure, Community 

Clean-Up and Appearance, Youth/Families, and Communications. Funding for this plan was made 

possible by a grant issued to Monroe from the USDA Forest Service Rural Community Assistance 

Program. The Forest Service also worked with the Northwest Economic Adjustment Initiative to help 

provide further funding.3 

Monroe Parks Master Plan (2011) 

This plan addressed the community’s needs in terms of parks and recreational opportunities. It also 

provided demographic information as well as a community profile and an outlined process of how steps 

were incorporated into the plan. Some of these steps involved covering broad topics like: Where are we 

as a community now? Where do we want to be? and How do we get there? Then, once those questions 

were discussed and a collective vision was framed, strategies and the steps toward their adoption were 

defined. These included partnering with local schools and hosting afterschool activities, securing funds, 

and prioritizing projects in which meeting Master Plan needs were the top necessity.4  

To address of the community well-being, goals and their related policies were defined. The first goal 

dealt with recreation – mainly providing enough playground-type parks and river access to the Long 

Tom. The second goal is an outline of policies and procedures related to park and natural space 

development, and recreational opportunities. Park types were then classified and public input was 

assessed. Residents listed walking, jogging, and picnicking as their favorite park activities. As a result of 

this analysis, it was recommended that the city of Monroe provide adequate park and facility space to 

meet the recreational needs of the residents.4     

Benton County Natural Areas and Parks System Comprehensive Plan (2012) 

This plan served as an update to a previous version of the Benton County Parks plan made in 1995. It 

was structured in a way that put a clear vision statement in the beginning followed by its purpose and 

process. Then the benefits of having natural spaces exist were described – some of those being health 

and well-being, a greater sense of community, and preservation of the surrounding environment. Next, 

public input was gathered and assessed. From this, some resident needs included environmental 

education, community health, and habitat preservation. As a result of this analysis, it was reiterated 

that a well-functioning plan must be put into effect. A profile of the community was then described 

which included recreation trends and issues. Lastly, inventory and community capacity was assessed 

and recreation policies were recommended.5 

                                                                    
3 Monroe Community Revitalization Plan 1999 
4 Monroe Parks Master Plan 2011 
5 Benton County Natural Areas and Parks System Comprehensive Plan 2012 
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Alpine Unincorporated Community Plan (2013) 

Alpine, an unincorporated area in South Benton County, has experienced a social and economic decline 

in recent years as per the national trend. As a result, stores, the only post office, and schools have been 

shut down or consolidated which has led to a loss of jobs and a decline in residential and commercial 

growth. In response to this, community members saw it necessary to devise a plan that outlined goals 

and strategies to improvement. This document, developed by planning staff, gave an overview of the 

planning processes that were involved, a statistical rundown of community needs, assets, and barriers, 

and the results of meetings and public surveys. The steps taken before planning included the 

recognition of the community boundary, collecting data pertaining to existing land uses, available 

public services, and zoning regulations, holding town meetings, and conducting public surveys. 

In a neatly organized list, assets and boundaries were recognized which came as a result of the surveys 

that were mailed out to residents. The top assets were identified as the community center that serves 

as a gathering place, the spaciousness that comes with low density development, and the quiet 

atmosphere offered by the small rural area. The top barriers, however, were properties that needed to 

be cleaned up, a shortage of water due to the limited reach of the local water company, and the lack of 

an integrated trail system. Three areas of focus were then outlined which included land use, 

infrastructure, and parks and open spaces.6 

United Way – South Benton Community Needs Assessment (2014)  

United Way is a global organization that empowers communities and helps families and individuals 

thrive through continued involvement in education, health, and business. In 2013, they received a 

fifteen-year endowment from the Margaret E. Hull Fund to help communities grow and flourish in 

South Benton County. To accurately identify the areas of need, a Needs Assessment was created to 

evaluate resident input and recognize the community’s existing strengths. Some of these strengths 

included a strong community involvement with high rates of volunteerism, the area’s opportune 

geographic location, and the community library that was recently constructed. Some addressed issues, 

however, included the fact that the area lacks a grocery store making it a “food desert.” Another issue is 

the lack of afterschool programs for the youth. There is also a prominent Hispanic community that 

would thrive from being more included in area events and activities. A list of recommendations and 

strategies was then outlined toward the conclusion of the assessment that included working with a 

South Benton advisory group to provide afterschool programs to the youth, develop a trail network in 

Monroe, and improve relations with the Hispanic community.7  

Other Efforts 

Rural Development Initiatives – Ford Foundation 

The RDI was formed to help rural communities through economic hardships by implementing services 

and training programs, and to build capacity in areas of need. Their vision statement is geared toward 

promotion of sustainability and resiliency through teamwork and leadership counseling. In South 

                                                                    
6 Alpine Unincorporated Community Plan 2013 
7 South Benton Community Needs Assessment 2014 
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Benton County, RDI has worked with the Ford Family Foundation to implement the Ford Institute 

Leadership Program that aims for training skilled and motivated leaders in rural communities. There 

have since been two programs in the area that have seen success through graduations and 

collaborations. These were the South Benton Co. Community Collaborations and the South Benton Co. 

Ford Leadership Institute Program which both aimed to build capacity in the area through leadership 

training, seminars and classes, and community work. One example of a project led by these programs 

was the installation of street banners in Monroe.8 

Oregon Northwest Workforce 

This organization’s goal is to work with businesses and partners of the Northwest counties of Benton, 

Clatsop, Columbia, Lincoln, and Tillamook to provide holistic solutions to economic and workforce 

related problems. It achieves this through the advancement of educational opportunities and training. 

It also exists to pursue any additional sources of revenue to further energize the area’s economy.9 

Oregon State University 

OSU has provided research, aid, and expertise to the area in numerous ways. One of these ways is 

through the School of Business and the Austin Entrepreneurship Program where OSU students and 

Monroe High students work together to explore and formulate business ideas in a hands-on 

environment. The hope of this program is to increase the collective youth’s interest in STEM and 

business pursuits and break the cycle of poverty that has been passed down through the generations. 

Another ongoing effort made by the university is through the Site Selection and Rural Planning classes 

instructed by Professor Jenna Tilt.10 

Strengthening Rural Families 

The programs associated with this organization are meant to serve rural Benton County which includes 

the Monroe area. Their mission is to “promote the health and well-being of individuals and families 

through education, advocacy, coalition building, and community connections.” Currently, activities are 

held in the region that range from art classes for children to yoga sessions. A dental van also makes 

frequent visits to treat residents in the area to treat residents with hygiene needs.11 

Alpine Community Center 

Located in Alpine just a few miles from Monroe, this center serves as a venue for events, meetings, and 

as a preschool. Their mission is to “provide a facility and resources that offer a wide variety of programs 

for all persons in South Benton County.” They also “strive to strengthen and unite the community by 

bringing together diverse elements, through arts, education, and economic development.” Programs 

are led by a team of volunteers devoted to creating a force of good in the community.12 

                                                                    
8 2016 Rural Development Initiatives 
9 2016 Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act 
10 OSU Projects in South Benton County 
11 See ruralfamilies.org 
12 See alpinecommunity.net 
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South Benton Community Enhancement Association 

This nonprofit organization exists to “combat deterioration and strengthen the sense of community in 

South Benton County.” Led by Roger Irvin of the South Benton Co. community, this committee 

involves itself in the area’s beautification, aesthetic appeal, and street-side appearance. Not much more 

information can be found on current efforts at this time.13 

Alliance for Recreation and Natural Areas (AFRANA) 

This group, founded in 2012, serves to protect and support projects in parks and natural areas in South 

Benton County. Projects in the past have included building picnic tables in parks around the 

community, invasive weed abatement and native tree planting, and developing more areas of play in 

local parks. Also listed as goals, AFRANA “promotes historic restoration and interpretation, supports 

educational activities in natural areas, and elicits participation through Benton County.”12 Currently, 

AFRANA has partnered with the South Benton County Recreation Alliance (SBCRA) to make safe 

connections within and between communities in South Benton County.  Current projects include 

developing a multi-use pathway through Monroe.14 

 

Summary of Plans 

Plan Main Goals 
Main 

Issues/Needs 
Strategies 

Monroe Comprehensive 
Plan 1979 

- Used as policy guide 
- Land use/budget reference 
- Public information source 

- Poor infrastructure 
- Solid waste disposal 

 

- Plan will be 
reviewed 

every 5 years 

Community 
Strategy Plan 

1995 

- Infrastructure upgrade 
- Appearance/clean up 

- Youth outreach/education 

- Few basic necessities 
- Lack of jobs 

- Poor police service 

- Develop 
community 

and city staff 
involvement 

Monroe Community 
Revitalization Plan 1999 

- Commercial design 
- Streetscape improvement 
- Connectivity to key areas 

- City park design 

- Poor appearance 
- Community pride 

- More stores/business 
- Poor connectivity 

- Provide 
short and 
long term 

steps for plan 
application 

                                                                    
13 See oregoncf.org 
14 See afrana.org 
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City of Monroe Parks 

Master Plan 2011 

- Identify recreational 
strengths and opportunities 

- Implement policies 
regarding park development 

- More parks and 
natural spaces 

- Greater capacity for 
development 

- Secure 
funding 

- Partner with 
schools 

- Prioritize 
goals  

Benton County Natural 
Areas and Parks System 

Comprehensive Plan 2012 
 

- Maintain an exemplary 
system 

- Strive for the highest quality 
of services 

- Place a high priority on 
education and awareness 

- Youth involvement 
- Trail system 

linking key 
community centers 
- Maintaining a safe 

environment 

- Promote 
leadership and 
sustainability 
- Get funding 

through 
grants 

Alpine Unincorporated 
Community Plan 2013 

- Maintain a small-town 
atmosphere 

- Encourage small-scale 
business 

- Promote synergy between 
families and individuals 

- Poor appearance 
- Lack of water 

- Lack of trail system 
 

- Encourage 
community 

clean up 
- Expand 

water 
company 

United Way – South 
Benton Community Needs 

Assessment 2014 

- Assess community needs 
- Establish relationship 

between United Way & S. 
Benton Co. 

- Provide recommendations 
to community problems 

- Lack of food stores 
- Few afterschool 

activities for youth 
- Little outreach to 

Hispanic community 

- Provide 
afterschool 
programs 

- Build trails 
and parks 

 
 

Current Development Efforts 

Organization Efforts Status Contact 

Rural Development 
Initiatives – Ford 

Foundation 

- Leadership 
training/counseling 
- Program implementation 
- Community work 

- Ongoing 

Gary Stuart 
- Director of 
Leadership 
Services 
 
rdi@rdiinc.org 

Oregon Northwest 
Workforce 

- Work with business and 
partners within community 
to provide economic 
solutions 

- Ongoing 

Oregon Northwest 
Workforce 
Investment Board 
 
P.O. Box 140 
Lincoln City, OR 
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Oregon State University 

- Austin Entrepreneurship 
Program 
- Planning and Site 
Selection classes 

- Ongoing 

Sandy Neubaum 
- Director 
541-713-8046 
 
Jenna Tilt 
- Instructor 
tiltj@oregonstate.edu 

Strengthening Rural 
Families 

- Strengthen families and 
individuals 
- Art activities and classes 
- Dental van 

- Ongoing 

Clemens Primary 
School 
 
(541) 929-2535 

Alpine Community 
Center 

-Venue for events and 
meetings 
- Provide for art, education, 
and economic 
development 

- Ongoing 

25184 Webster Ave. 
Monroe, OR 97456 
 
alpinecommunity.net/ 
want/contact/ 

South Benton 
Community 

Enhancement 
Association 

- Community 
beautification and clean 
up 
- Environmental Quality 
and Protection 

- Ongoing 

Roger Irvin 
- Chief Executive 
 
rogirvin@gmail.com 

Alliance For Recreation 
And Natural Areas 
(AFRANA)/South 

Benton County 
Recreation Alliance 

(SBCRA) 

- Protect and support park 
and natural space projects 
- Community work and 
volunteerism 
- Trail and path network 
development 

- Ongoing 

AFRANA 
PO Box 101 
Corvallis, OR 
 
info@afrana.org 

 

Lessons Learned 

Summary 

After reviewing these plans and efforts, it is possible to see what the barriers to development are, 

where some efforts overlap, and where there are gaps yet to be filled. Once these are recognized, it is 

then necessary to explore how these individual plans and efforts could be consolidated into one easily 

accessible document. Knowing what has been done and what could be done will help those looking to 

further develop and revitalize the area.  

Barriers and Need 

A majority of issues or barriers to growth exist either in the present or past because Monroe and the 

surrounding area have experienced the same problems facing most all rural communities in the nation – 

a steady decline in economic, social, and industrial viability. South Benton County as a whole is facing 

other issues in areas such as infrastructure, community appearance, lack of leadership roles, and basic 

funding. Historically, stores and many other big employers have shut down or have been consolidated 

which has caused a loss of jobs and an increase in lower-income families. Plans and efforts in the past 

have successfully recognized these problems, but have often been unsuccessful in implementing any 

mailto:rogirvin@gmail.com
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strategy or long-term solution. However, there are exceptions to that trend and that is plainly evident 

in the numerous groups and efforts that are continuing to foster growth and sustainability in the region. 

With so many issues to address, there inevitably will be some overlap in policy making between these 

plans and efforts. For example, the Monroe Parks Master Plan and the Benton Co. Natural Areas and 

Parks System Comp. Plan outline many of the same goals and strategies since they pertain to the same 

area of focus. This is further evidence that supports the need for an all-encompassing plan. 

New Plan 

This plan, the Monroe Area Community Revitalization Opportunities (MACRO) plan, functions as that 

source of past information and planning procedures/outcomes, current community profile, and 

updated demographics and quality of life measures. It also, like other plans, provides a detailed list of 

the community’s assets and barriers along with goals and implementation strategies. Additionally, case 

studies of how other small rural towns have grown and thrived under challenging circumstances are 

provided to put South Benton County’s situation into perspective and hopefully inspire and motivate 

certain changes. This plan is ultimately intended to act as an overarching view on where the community 

stands according to its economic and social statistics and where it could be in the future according to its 

goals and strategies. However, everything is open to a certain amount of change, so this document is 

never meant to be rigid but rather “living” and adaptable. Furthermore, this plan could help other goals 

and recommendations from past efforts come into full fruition by recognizing if some needs are still 

relevant or not. 
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Section 2: Community Profile 

Introduction 
Monroe, Alpine and Bellfountain have the unique opportunity of being centrally located between two 

major college cities: the Corvallis OSU Beavers and the Eugene UO Ducks.  These two college cities 

draw in large groups of new students every year, including supporting staff and faculty, which need 

employment, residence and extra-curricular activities between their educational schedules. The staff, 

faculty and students look to nearby towns for commuting opportunities as well as places near nature 

parks or recreational areas. Additionally, as industry in Junction City grows, more people might look for 

nearby residence in Monroe. For example, Junction City built a new mental hospital that has 298 staff 

and plans on 42 more15. To support this influx of population in South Benton County, there needs to be 

a strong, diverse housing stock, employment opportunities and transportation options.  

Currently, the population in Monroe (not including Alpine and Bellfountain) has increased by 300 people 

since 1995.  The population from 2010 to 2015 remains relatively unchanged.  2014 American 

Community Survey (ACS) data shows that there are individuals moving into Benton County from a 

variety of places—both within Oregon and US.  This data is an indicator that opportunity for growth in 

Monroe area is possible as the county grows.  Knowing the numbers and demographics of migration 

into the county provides necessary information for potential employment needs and opportunity for 

Monroe area to base infrastructure decisions on. 

  

MAP SHOWING AN OUTLINE OF SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR MONROE, ALPINE AND BELLFOUNTAIN (IN ORANGE) 

                                                                    
15 Psychiatric Hospital Opens in Junction City." Psychiatric Hospital Opens in Junction City. Web. 16 Mar. 2016. 
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Demographics Data 

1. Population 

The city of Monroe is a small town in South Benton County, Oregon. It is primarily a rural farming 

community. Home to just 746 people, Monroe is a relatively small portion of South Benton County 

(Figure 1). Compared to the surrounding areas of Alpine and Bellfountain, Monroe is big. The 

population in Alpine is 136 people. The population in Bellfountain is even smaller with 95 people. 

Monroe has seen a small population growth since 2010 of 17.3%.1 However, most residents in South 

Benton County do not live in the incorporated communities of Monroe, Bellfountain or Alpine, they live 

in unincorporated rural areas governed by Benton County.   

 
FIG.  1: POPULATION FROM 2010-2014 

16
 

2. Housing 

Currently in the city of Monroe, there are a total number of 337 housing units. Portions of these houses 

are either vacant, renter occupied, or owner occupied. There is a much smaller amount of housing in 

Monroe then there is in South Benton County, Benton County, or Oregon (Table 2). In Alpine there are 

a total of 73 housing units. In Bellfountain, there are a total of 22 housing units. The proportion of 

vacant houses in Monroe (12.8%) is more than the proportion of vacant houses in South Benton County 

and Benton County. The proportion of renter occupied units in Monroe is about 35% which is less than 

the proportion of renter occupied units in Benton County at about 39% and the same as the renter 

occupied units in Oregon at about 35%.  

                                                                    
16

 2014 ACS- 2014 American Community Survey and OCR- Oregon Communities Reporter 
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TABLE 1: HOUSING DATA 
17

 

 
Monroe Alpine Bellfountain 

South Benton 
County 

Benton 
County 

Oregon 

2015 Median 
home value 

$142,500 
$142, 
388 

$221,075 $221,075 $292,974 $253,334 

2014 Total 
housing units 

337 units 73 units 22 units 1,708 units 36,701 units 
 

1,685,814 
units 

2014 Vacant 
housing units 

12.8% 19.2% 0.0% 8.1% 9.1% 9.7% 

2014 Renter 
occupied units 

35.3% 19.2% 0.0% 22.3% 38.7% 34.8% 

2014 Owner 
occupied units 

51.9% 61.6% 100% 69.6% 52.2% 55.5% 

The housing stock in Monroe and the surrounding area of South Benton County is increasing. Since 

1984, it has increased by 48.4% in Monroe. This is appropriate because the population is also 

increasing. However, more affordable housing may be needed in the community. Affordable housing is 

defined as “families that pay more than 30% of their income for housing.”18   

3. Age 

The city of Monroe, Oregon has a higher than average median age at 44.3 years old, but is close to the 

median age for South Benton County at 43.3 years old. The median age of Monroe is older than the 

median age for Benton County and also Oregon (Figure 2). The median age in Alpine is older than 

Monroe at 54.5 years old and the median age in Bellfountain is the youngest at 13 years old, which likely 

represents a lack of data gathered in the region and not an accurate median age.  

 
FIG. 2: MEDIAN AGE 

19
 

 

                                                                    
17

 2014 ACS- 2014 American Community Survey and OCR- Oregon Communities Reporter 
18

 2016 HUD 
19

 Esri's 2015 Updated Demographic estimates using Census 2010 geographies, 2014 ACS- 2014 American Community Survey, 
and OCR- Oregon Communities Reporter 
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The median age in Monroe has gone up very slightly in the last 10 years from 43.7 to 44.3. There needs 

to be more jobs to support the people that currently live there who are of age to work and people who 

are not yet retired.  

4. Race and Ethnicity 

South Benton County is not a very diverse community. The diversity index – the chance that two 

persons, chosen at random from this area, belong to different race or ethnic groups – is 32.6% for the 

City of Monroe with similar percentages seen in South Benton County (Table 2). Alpine has a lower 

diversity index at 22.4% and Bellfountain does not have a diversity index because every person who 

lives there is identified as ‘white’.  In Monroe, there are a few races that are not represented at all, 

including: Asian, Black or African American, and Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander. However, 

the Hispanic and Latino community is growing within Monroe. This community has grown by 10% over 

the last 8 years. 

TABLE 2: DIVERSITY INDEX 
20

 

 
Monroe Alpine Bellfountain 

South Benton 

County 

Benton 

County 
Oregon 

2015 Diversity 

Index 

36.2% 22.4% 0.0% 31.5% 36.8% 47.4% 

 

 

FIG. 3: DISTRIBUTION OF RACES IN MONROE, OREGON 
21

 
 

The South Benton County area is becoming more diverse. To accommodate for that, there could be 

some activities planned around different ethnicities and cultures that the whole community could be a 

                                                                    
20

 Esri's 2015 Updated Demographic estimates using Census 2010 geographies and 2014 ACS- 2014 American Community 
Survey 
21

 2014 American Community Survey 

Distribution of Races in Monroe, Oregon 

White (599)

Asian (0)

American Indian and Alaska Native
(16)

Black/African American (0)

Some other race (27)

Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
(0)

Hispanic/Latino (104)
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part of. Also, with the creation of more jobs, hiring people of all ethnicities will be important to support 

the increasingly diverse population. 

5. Household Income 

Communities in South Benton County are less affluent in terms of income when compared to Benton 

County and the State of Oregon. The median household income in Monroe is $37,576 and 14.5% of the 

population is below poverty level (Table 3). In the surrounding area of Alpine, the median household 

income is very low at $22,083with 23.5% of the population below poverty level (Table 3). 

TABLE 3: MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND POVERTY RATE 
22

 

 
Monroe Alpine Bellfountain 

South Benton 

County 

Benton 

County 
Oregon 

2015 Median household 

income 
$37,576 $18,806 $43,877 $43,877 $49,338 $50,521 

2014 Poverty rate 14.5% 23.5% 0.0% 15.6% 22.7% 16.7% 
 

As stated above, Monroe and the surrounding area of South Benton County is a lower-income area. 

There is not a lot of affordable housing available to the members of the community. In Figure 4 below, 

the graph is broken up by income and then broken up even further into three categories of how much of 

their income goes to housing; less than 20%, 20-29%, or more than 30%. As you can see, most people 

pay more than 30% of their income to housing costs (represented by the dark brown bars). 

 
FIG.  4: PERCENT OF INCOME TO HOUSING COSTS 

23
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 2014 ACS- 2014 American Community Survey 
23

 OCR- Oregon Communities Reporter 
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6. Poverty Rates and Food Security 

According to a community needs assessment conducted by United Way, Monroe, Alpine, and 

Bellfountain are food deserts, a “low income census tract where a substantial amount of residents have 

low access to a supermarket.”24 

 
TABLE 4. MONROE VS. OREGON COMPARISON OF POVERTY RATES AND STUDENT ON FREE/REDUCED LUNCH. 

City 
Child Poverty 

Rate 25 
Students on Free and Reduced 

Lunch26 Extreme Poverty 7 

Monroe 19.9% 61.1% 8.9% 

Oregon 14.7% 52.4% 5.0% 

 

Decisions about food spending and diet are 

greatly impacted by accessibility and 

affordability of food stores, including the time 

required to reach a store that sells healthy food 

compared to ease of access of unhealthy foods. 

Monroe has a heavy reliance on the single Dari-

Mart convenience store, and residents are 

required to drive to nearby towns for more and 

healthier food options. Alpine has one 

restaurant, but no convenience store or grocery 

options. Bellfountain has no food options. South 

Benton County does have a nutrition program 

and community food bank that work to serve 

the local community, but it is evident that there 

is a food access problem that could be improved. 

The lack of supermarkets and food options in 

South Benton County is an ongoing problem.  A 

community survey completed as part of the 

1995 plan found that the number one things 

residents would like to see improved is 

improved access to basic services and more 

food options. Despite this, there is no specific objective or action-plan targeted at reducing poverty and 

enhancing access to more food options.  

 

                                                                    
24

 2014. “South Benton Community Needs Assessment.” Tori Gelter. United Way. 
25

 2010. US Census 
26

 2014. Oregon Schools Report Card 

Fig. 5: Commute to grocery and gas options 
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7. Existing Businesses 

The 2014 US Census data update total number of all jobs in Monroe, Alpine, Bellfountain shows there 

are a total of 499 jobs. 27 Represented working age are calculated as 54.1% between ages 30 to 54 yrs. 

old, 19.6% are 29 or younger and 26.3% are 55 or older.  

An approximate count within 2.5 miles radius of the 

area shows Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing as the 

highest percentage of jobs in the area followed by 

educational services and manufacturing. 

Businesses listed on Monroe website and through 

Google Maps search are helpful in giving a general 

sense of services and employment opportunities the 

area provides, but are not up to date and seems to 

exclude business that are there and include 

businesses that may have shut down.   An 

incomplete list of these businesses is found in 

Appendix A.  We hope that community members can 

add to and edit this list.  

The overall job potential shows sectors that Include 

the Businesses sections which lists the categories of 

Farms, Heavy equipment/Construction, Services and 

others include; 24 farms that include tree farms, farm services, dairy, co-op and food farms. The five 

heavy equipment/construction section on the site include trucking, dump/backhoe, construction and 

drilling. The Services listed include eleven businesses, such as welding, electric nursery, and 

communications, barbershop, fuel Inc., telephone, resale shop and bank.  There are three other local 

businesses that provide goods and services. 

 The approximate number of businesses, schools, churches, cemeteries, wineries, farms and services 

found by searching by Google Maps and the Monroe website show an abundance of agricultural 

businesses and services, a few wineries and tourism activities, and very few restaurants and retail stores 

for local residents (Appendix A).   

Figure 7  represents data acquired from On-The-Map census data calculator26.  This chart uses the 2014 

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) count shows Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and 

Hunting as the highest percentage of jobs in the area (23%) followed by educational services (20%) and 

                                                                    
27

 "OnTheMap." OnTheMap. Web. 16 Mar. 2016. 

FIG. 6: JOB DENSITY IN SOUTH BENTON COUNTY. 

DARKER BLUE INDICATES MORE JOBS. 
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manufacturing (19%).

 

 

The Census data confirms our website research of the types of businesses within South Benton County; 

most businesses are related to agriculture production and services with very few businesses related to 

retail or food services and accommodations. Recently closed business include the only gas station, D’s 

Diner and Wilbur-Ellis fertilizer plant on 99W.   A new business proposal is from the Dollar General, a 

chain retail store on a 2.7 acre property just north of the library. This proposal may be a way to increase 

downtown activity, provide a few jobs, and provide some basic products to the area.  Some community 

members have expressed concerns that the dollar store does not meet their vision of what types of 

businesses the area should be attracting and/or the retail store should not be located next to the library, 

which recently won an architectural award is the first visual landmark coming into Monroe from the 

north direction).   Other recent business opportunities include the expansion of the Long Branch Saloon 

into full service restaurant and will soon to include wine-tasting room and microbrews on tap.  

8. Employment and Commute Patterns  

The percentage of people working in Monroe for the total population of the area is 2.6%.  43.6% of 

people travel to other location, which could be up to 50 miles commute.  A small percent commute as 

far as Springfield and Salem.  The chart below shows percentages of people who work in various 

locations28.  

                                                                    
28 "OnTheMap." OnTheMap. Web. 16 Mar. 2016. 

FIGURE 7: CURRENT JOBS IN MONROE, ALPINE, AND BELLFOUNTAIN. 
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From 2005 to 2014, number of South Benton County residents commuting out of the area for work has 

increased from 1,015 in 2005 to 1,172 in 2014.  Those commuting into the South Benton County area 

has also increased slightly from 318 in 2005, to 406 in 2014;  residents who work and live in the area has 

slightly decreased to 93 individuals (Fig. 8).   

At the time of 1995 Community Strategic Plan for Monroe and the surrounding South Benton County, 

the  area was largely agriculture and its employment and economic strength were dependent upon on 

timber and agriculture industries.  Since then, the timber industry has slowed down and, land use has 

shifted to Christmas tree production and vineyards along with cottage industries such as apiaries and 

cheese-making.  The increase in agriculture, 

specifically wineries (Appendix A) can provide the 

opportunity for future endeavors that include 

artisans, local shops, and  restaurants the area. 

The 1995 plan specified encouraging local 

businesses and cottage industries to increase in 

economic diversity without being dependent on 

outside companies. By the year 2014 the cottage 

industries and local businesses have not had much 

increase, but do show a slight shift towards these 

types of businesses.  This increase in the artisan 

community and wine productions may indicate the 

FIGURE 8: PERCENTAGES REPRESENT WORKERS THAT TRAVEL TO THE COLORED LOCATION DESTINATION TO WORK. 

 

FIGURE 9: MAP SHOWS THE INFLOW AND OUTFLOW NUMBER 

OF WORKERS THAT TRAVEL IN AND OUT OF CIRCLED AREA 

THAT REPRESENTS SOUTH BENTON COUNTY. 
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need for future infrastructure improvements such as signage and marketing of these small, “off-the-

map” industries to continue to support their economic contributions to the area. 

 

Quality of Life Data 

1. Education 

In Monroe, the percentage of adults who have a high school education is 44.93% (Figure 10). This is 

higher than Bellfountain (29.41%), South Benton County (36.87%), Benton County as a whole (14.95%) 

and the state of Oregon (22.54%). Alpine has the highest high school graduates with 52.68%.  

FIG. 10: PERCENTAGE OF ADULTS WHO HAVE GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
29

 

 

For a small town district, Monroe School District has an uncharacteristically strong school system, 

especially in regards to college-preparation. The Oregon Schools Report Card provides a strong 

overview of the current state of Monroe education. The district boasts on average test scores compared 

to the state, and, in general, does better than districts of a similar size. For such a small district, the 

schools still provide extracurricular programs, strong sports programs, TAG programs, math and 

reading specialists, and a good special education program.30  There is good community support for the 

schools, and its athletic programs are a key source of community pride; Monroe High School games are 

highly popular community events. 

TABLE 5: GRADUATION RATES AND PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS GOING TO POST-SECONDARY SCHOOLS
31

 

City Graduation Rate (%) Continuing Education (%) 

Monroe 81.0 64.0 

Oregon 72.0 60.5 

                                                                    
29

 2014 American Community Survey and OCR- Oregon Communities Reporter 
30

 2014. Oregon Schools Report Card 
31

 2014. Oregon Schools Report Card 
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Similar-districts 79.6 54.1 

Education has long been an important issue in South Benton County. Education was listed as the most 

important concern of South Benton residents; and quality 

education is something the community has continued to work 

hard on. In 1995, residents were concerned about the lack of extra-

curricular activities and after-school programs for kids as well as 

adult learners. Since then, the Monroe School District has worked 

hard to provide activities and programs for the school-age 

population and has slowly been building adult-learning 

opportunities such as Spanish GED classes. However, there is a 

lack of vocational school or job-training type schooling for non-

college bound high schoolers, and high school students 

interviewed for the plan noted a lack of electives or other school-

related opportunities. 

2. Transportation 

The American Community statistics for 2014 shows most people 

that are living in the area, drive out of town for work32.  People are 

driving mostly North to Corvallis and up to 50 miles in either 

direction (see Appendix C).  Commuting in and out of the area is a 

way of life living in Monroe area, which brings to light the aspect of 

travel conditions and alternative transportation available in the 

area. 

Monroe is a city that is difficult to live in if you do not have access 

to a car. Unfortunately, there are no alternative transportation methods around South Benton County. 

A bus program did exist that shuttled people on the Hwy 99 corridor, but it was discontinued in 2012. 

The city of Monroe has very little few sidewalks, and Hwy 99 is often a dangerous street to cross. In 

collaboration with South Benton County Recreation Association (SBCRA) and Benton County, a 

proposed bike path may be built on the old Bailey Branch rail line from the elementary school to Alpine 

Road.  

Overall, transportation options are very limited in Monroe. Basic services are only accessible by car and 

it is incredibly difficult to rely on foot and/or bike. 

Transportation issues were also a key issue in the 1995 plan and infrastructure goals – improving 

sidewalks, improving street-lighting, improving Hwy 99 safety, and improving the bus service—have 

made little progress, and some have declined further (i.e. there is no longer bus service in the area). 

However, recently ODOT did install a flashing light crosswalk across the Highway 99 between the 

                                                                    
32 "OnTheMap." OnTheMap. Web. 16 Mar. 2016. 

FIG. 11: PROPOSED BAILEY BRANCH 

MULTI-USE PATH PROJECT 
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library and Monroe High School.  Monroe still needs to work on enhancing infrastructure to improve 

safety and encourage alternative methods of transportation. 

3. Access to Health Care 

Monroe has one health clinic within the city, located on the elementary school campus; there are no 

health care facilities in Alpine or Bellfountain. The Benton County health clinic is able to provide the 

community with affordable and easily accessible primary care and a pharmaceutical operation.          

Monroe does not have dental services, urgent care, or a larger-scale medical facility. The nearest 

medical facilities are Riverbend Hospital and Peace Health Medical Center (in Eugene, 24mi south) and 

Good Samaritan Hospital (in Corvallis, 20mi north). This poses a potential problem for seniors and 

those with poor transportation options. 

The healthcare situation is not very well documented in the 1995 plan. The lack of medical and dental 

care is listed as a concern, but it is not mentioned as a primary concern among residents. The only 

medical development since 1995 is the Monroe Health Clinic, which provides a basic level of care for the 

residents of South Benton County. 

4. Access to Parks 

Within Monroe, park access is decent and getting better. There are two public parks: a recently built 

park at the end of Commercial Street and an unnamed city park across the Long Tom River. The 

recently built Commercial Street Park provides a great view of the city and central Willamette valley, 

while also giving people a great open space to walk around in. This park is a great achievement for the 

city of Monroe, and has provided the town with a nice, easily accessible, public park. The city park 

across the Long Tom River is a nice asset for the city, but a bit underdeveloped and underutilized. 

During the community forum and interviews conducted for MACRO, a few residents commented that 

the park is incredibly difficult to access as the Hwy 99 Bridge is, essentially, a car-only bridge. This limits 

access to the par for pedestrians and cyclists. 

Furthermore, within Monroe there are open spaces at both the elementary school and high school, 

which operate as open spaces for people of the community as well. The high school has a track and 

open fields. The elementary school has outdoor basketball courts, a playground, and open fields. There 

is a “Nature Play Park” currently being built at the elementary school. With funding from donors, 

construction on the park began in summer of 2015. 

Throughout South Benton as a whole, the park situation is very strong. The William Finley Wildlife 

Refuge, located 8 miles north of Alpine and Monroe, is a great asset for the community. The refuge 

provides many hiking trails, and brings in a lot of bird watchers and hunters to the area. Alsea Falls, 

located 15 miles west of Monroe, is another great park asset for the South Benton community. There 

are hiking trails, camping spots, and with the introduction of some world-class mountain biking trails, 

Alsea falls is bringing a lot more people to South Benton County. 

Overall, neither Monroe nor South Benton County have a shortage of natural parks or open areas, but 

the situation could always be better. In 2011, the city of Monroe drafted a Parks Master Plan, which 
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details the current parks in the city and potential areas for park expansion and creation. The two most 

glaring issues in Monroe are the lack of Long Tom River development, and difficult access to the park 

over the Long Tom.  

Park access is not specifically addressed in the 1995 plan; however there is a short mention of 

identifying the locations for new parks, but no more specificity about the process to create more parks, 

or improve the current parks of Monroe. When referring to enhancing the quality of the town through 

physical means, the old plan refers mainly to beautification, cleaning, and filling vacant lots within the 

downtown. Since 1995 however, the city of Monroe has made strong efforts to increase park and open 

space access for the city. The 2011 comprehensive parks plan and new Commercial Street Park support 

this effort. 

5. Community Venues 

Community venues act as an important part of any town, they are a meeting place and places where 

the people of the community are encouraged to interact with their neighbors. In 2013, after 6 years of 

fundraising, a $2.4 million dollar library was built at the northern end of town, right across from the high 

school. This new community center serves as a great indoor venue for the community. Another 

important community venue is the Legion Hall, which many recognize as the community center and 

operates as a senior center.  Other public venues include the elementary school and high school.  

Monroe, however, lacks businesses that act as community venues. In interviews with high school 

students, local business owners and other denizens, the lack of a coffee shop was cited as something 

the town is really missing. The town has only a handful of restaurants, but is limited in terms of 

businesses that operate as community venues or places for people to gather for anything beyond food. 

Within South Benton County as a whole, the Alpine Community Center (ACC) acts as an incredible 

community venue. The ACC provides South Benton with activities and programs, including classes, a 

pre-school, music nights, bingo nights, community dinners and more. The ACC is sustained and 

operated by local volunteers, a testament to the capacity for social capital within South Benton County. 

The old school in Bellfountain is also used a community center for the people around that area.  

 

Conclusion 
The community of South Benton County (Monroe, Alpine, and Bellfountain) has not changed a whole 

lot since the area initiated formal planning processes in the late 1970’s. The Monroe Comprehensive 

Plan of 1979 (amended in 1980 and 1986) discussed current transportation issues in the area at the 

time- State Highway 99 and the Southern Pacific Railroad. Today, the railroad is no longer in use, 

though the property is rail-marked for future rail use. Highway-99 is still the main road in the town and 

goes right through Monroe and is the main transportation route in South Benton County.  

Fifteen years later, the 1995 the Community Strategic Planning Task Force created Community 

Strategic Plan for South Benton community. This plan described the area as a largely agricultural area 

in need of economic revitalization and development and set out goals for the community.  The 
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community still has significant steps to take to achieve the vision that was sought out after the 1995 

Community Strategic Plan such as improving water and sewer infrastructure.  

The vision outline in the 1995 plan was for Monroe to be a successful community with much to offer its 

community members. The plan emphasized the need for more local employment opportunities, a 

larger range of housing options and, overall, a more aesthetically pleasing look of the area. They also 

wanted to improve transportation and bring in new businesses to become economically stable.   Yet 

many of the suggestions and strategies outline 1995 have not been implemented and many similar 

trends (e.g. lack of local jobs, affordable housing and transportation options) still exist in the 

community today. Examining current demographic data and trends with past data and community 

strategies envisioned in the 1995 plan allows this document to address the most pervasive community 

issues and community assets and goals for future opportunities for community development and 

economic revitalization.  
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Section 3: Assets & Barriers 
In order to tailor an economic development plan to the unique circumstances of Monroe and the surrounding 

region, this paper gathered census and other survey-related data on the Monroe area, hosted a community 

forum, and conducted interviews with local leaders and residents, including business owners, government 

representatives, volunteers, and youth. While this plan encourages the collection of information from a wider 

range of denizens, the below includes at least a preliminary summary of the Monroe area’s assets and barriers 

to economic development. 

Assets 

1. Sense of Community 

One of the things that interviewees and forum participants were quick to highlight was the small-town feel of 

Monroe and the surrounding area, and the tight-knit community. Monroe, Alpine, and Bellfountain were 

described as being ‘safe’ and ‘friendly’ – communities where ‘everyone knows everyone’. Local high school 

students also emphasized the coherence (and enthusiasm) of the sports community. These may be strong 

selling points for prospective homebuyers and residents, but could also help mobilize collective action toward 

economic development goals.  

2. Culture of Volunteerism & Community Organizing  

Another asset that was raised at the forum was the number of volunteers and groups in the area who had given 

their time to help organize or undertake community development initiatives. This is evidenced by the City 

Beautification Committee, and the presences of groups like the South Benton County Recreation Alliance. 

These individuals and organizations also come with expertise, such as training through the Ford Family 

Foundation, which could help further development goals. With limited financial resources and city staff, 

volunteer resources will be important the Monroe area in terms of applying for grants, participating in 

revitalization initiatives, and undertaking projects.   

3. Natural Resources  

The Monroe area boasts a variety of nearby natural resources that allow for scenic views, outdoor activities, and 

a rich ecological connection. Many communities (see the case studies in Appendix B) have developed 

infrastructure and information around their natural assets to attract visitors and potential residents, as well as 

improve the quality of life for local residents. The Long Tom River could be a central attraction and community-

gathering place with increased access and infrastructure, and the nearby Finley National Wildlife Refuge or 

Alsea Falls Recreation area could draw tourists to the region.  

4. Regional Activities & Recreation 

In addition to the wildlife refuge and recreation area mentioned above, the Monroe area is home to numerous 

wineries and vineyards, including Benton-Lane Winery, Sweet Earth Vineyards, Broadly Vineyards, and TeBri 

Vineyards and Lavender. Along with the local Diamond Woods Golf Course, these amenities provide regional 

activities that could attract tourists, provide jobs and income, and enhance the quality of life for area residents. 
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5. Proximity to Urban Areas, Universities & Roads 

Less than 20 miles from Corvallis, and just over 20 miles to Eugene, Monroe sits neatly between two much 

larger, more urban areas with thriving universities. It also sits directly on a main thoroughfare, OR-99W, making 

the town easily visible and accessible to drivers passing by. Monroe’s geographic position could allow it to 

access university resources, including faculty expertise and student interns, serve as a home to commuter 

families ‘splitting the difference’ between Corvallis and Eugene, position it to leverage passing traffic, and 

attract tourists from nearby cities.    

6. Agriculture 

At the forum, participants pointed out the large number of local farms that are located in the Monroe area, as 

well as the number of landowners that they perceived as ‘local’ (as opposed to managing land from a different 

locale). Interviews with local winemakers also revealed the value of the area’s soils and climate. In addition to 

providing local products and a rural, agricultural aesthetic, these farms could be the basis for local agri-tourism, 

a regional farmers market, or agriculture-based cottage industry. 

7. New Infrastructure 

Interviewees and forum participants proudly cited the new library in Monroe as an asset. The new building at 

the northern entrance to Monroe was described as aesthetically pleasing, and serves as a meeting place and 

resource for the surrounding community. One interviewee suggested the building be a model for how the rest 

of the downtown could look. Notably, some interviewees did cite concerns about the library, mostly related to 

installation and maintenance costs. Monroe’s water/sewer infrastructure is also relatively new, securing the 

provision of basic services to residents and providing a foundation for future development. 

8. Local Talent 

Cited at the forum, raised by interviewees, and indeed evident in the residents themselves, the Monroe area 

boasts a number of entrepreneurs, farmers, artisans, and craftsmen. These talented individuals could help drive 

the creation of creative centers and markets and regional cooperatives focused on promoting and supporting 

small businesses and cottage industries. Interviewees gave multiple examples of area residents who run 

businesses and provide products or services from their homes. These local talents and resulting products also 

set Monroe apart from larger urban areas, which draw big-box retailers but lack local charm.  

9. History 

As demonstrated by the museum in downtown Monroe, and as emphasized during the course of interviews, 

Monroe has a unique and interesting history that may be worth highlighting. In particular, denizens highlighted 

the history of the mills in the area and the paddle boats that once floated the Long Tom River. Cultural heritage 

and history could help unify Monroe area residents around a common identity, and could be promoted to 

attract visitors, businesses, and residents to the region.  

10. Limited Bureaucracy  

Although it comes with disadvantages, the small size of the Monroe area and associated government may 

make it less complex, more transparent, and much easier to navigate for residents and businesses alike. 

Monroe’s lack of restrictive codes and ordinances, for example, may help to ‘fast track’ the establishment of 
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new businesses. By creating materials that stress t In order to tailor an economic development plan to the 

unique circumstances of Monroe and the surrounding region, this paper gathered census and other survey-

related data on the Monroe area, hosted a community forum, and conducted interviews with local leaders and 

residents, including business owners, government representatives, volunteers, and youth. While this plan 

encourages the collection of information from a wider range of denizens, the below includes at least a 

preliminary summary of the Monroe area’s assets and barriers to economic development. 

Barriers 

1. Disparate Development Ideas/Identities 

One dynamic that became apparent during the forum, over the course of interviews, and during a review of 

existing planning documents and strategies was that the Monroe area has yet to develop a unified, clear, and 

cohesive vision for future development. As one interviewee said, ‘Monroe needs a theme’, an ‘identity’. This 

lack of a collectively identified ‘endpoint’ presents a challenge for planners, mobilizing resources, and making 

progress – if the destination is unclear, the route is difficult to determine. 

2. Limited Institutional Capacity & Financial Resources 

On the one hand, Monroe’s small government may prevent some bureaucratic barriers to growth, the size of 

the community creates the ‘small-town feel’ is something that residents commend.  However, on the other 

hand, the small size and tax base of the Monroe area, as well as just three city staff (a planner, public works and 

financial officers), limit the region’s ability to design, fund and execute development strategies. According to 

Monroe’s financial records (available through the city’s website), the 2015/16 general fund is limited to just 

$164,000, and has been considerably less in prior years. Forum participants and interviewees repeatedly 

highlighted a frustrating lack of available resources.  

3. Lack of Communication 

Some forum participants and a number of interviewees cited a lack of communication within the Monroe area 

(e.g., no local paper), as well as a lack of communication between the Monroe area and the County or other 

surrounding communities. Some denizens expressed that this resulted in a lack of ‘cohesiveness’ and reduced 

transparency, preventing collective action or informed decisions. 

4. Declining Businesses & Limited Local Services 

Forum participants and many interviewees noted the recent closure of a local fertilizer plant and associated 

jobs, as well the apparently persistent challenge of attracting and retaining businesses. Residents cited 

numerous restaurant closures, and the closure of the gas station as well. Forum participants and interviews also 

consistently highlighted their lack of access to basic local services, and noted that services provided in Junction 

City, Eugene, or Corvallis, were often simply too far to be convenient. The lack of a central gas station, coffee 

shop, or grocery store with healthier foods and household goods was brought up on numerous occasions.  

5. Competition from Nearby Urban Areas 

While proximity to cities like Corvallis and Eugene provide some benefits to the Monroe area, forum 

participants and interviewees also commented that such proximity meant that there was ‘no reason to stop or 

shop in Monroe’. With restaurants, businesses, shopping and housing located close enough to compete with 
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the Monroe area but too far for the area to benefit financially, proximity to urban areas may become as much of 

a barrier to growth as an asset. 

6. Inadequate Affordable, Quality Housing 

Affordable housing that was also well maintained was inadequate according to many forum participants, 

especially in central Monroe. This could be in part due to relatively high vacancy rates in Monroe and Alpine, 

approximately 13 and 19 percent respectively in 2014 according to the American Community Survey. 

Interviewees also pointed the absence of housing that was ‘in between’ large country estates and small, poorly 

maintained homes. In addition to decreasing the aesthetic quality of the area, dilapidated homes, or the lack of 

quality affordable housing, may be a barrier to attractive visitors, renters or prospective homebuyers in 

Monroe.    

7. Poor Aesthetic Appeal 

Forum participants and interviewees consistently commented on the aesthetic qualities (or lack thereof) of 

central Monroe, including housing in town and the appearance of their ‘main street’ in particular. The relatively 

recently formed Beautification Committee is focusing on this aspect of revitalization in particular, though at 

present appearances could deter those passing through Monroe from stopping, decrease tourism and visitors 

to the area, and discourage new businesses from establishing themselves in town. 

8. Limited Alternative Transportation Options or Infrastructure 

Forum participants only briefly highlighted limited infrastructure for walking or biking, but interviews 

consistently cited a lack of sidewalks, bicycle or walking paths, or public transportation options. This seemed 

particularly limiting for local high school students, many of which could not drive or did not have access to a 

vehicle. Some interviewees also stressed the importance of having safe and healthy walking or biking options, 

especially to the school, and emphasized the impact that providing these transportation options might have on 

health and exercise in the community.  

9. Absence of Public Gathering Areas 

During the course of interviews, many denizens indicated that there was a lack of accessible public areas where 

the community could gather beyond the high school gymnasium or track. The absence of, or inaccessibility of 

public parks, town squares, and trails, may decrease quality of life for residents, limit community events, and 

limit the number of day visitors to the area. Several interviews noted the absence of even a simple coffee shop 

as a community-gathering place.  

10. Lack of Local Opportunities 

Youth in particular identified a lack of diverse academic elective opportunities, job opportunities, or 

extracurricular activities in the Monroe area. Compounded by other barriers, such as declining businesses and 

limited alternative transportation opportunities, this barrier may make it particularly difficult for the Monroe 

area to retain current residents or attract new ones – especially younger generations. 
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Section 4: Goals 

Introduction 
The following pages identify areas for improvement within six categories:  

(1) Capacity building 

(2) Communication 

(3) Business development 

(4) Community development and infrastructure 

(5) Quality of life and  

(6) Community aesthetics and identity. 

Within each section, four main elements are included: 

Goals 

MACRO has identified goals based on data collection and research, a community forum, interviews, and case 

studies. 

Indicators 

Corresponding ‘indicators’ have also been identified for each of the goals – results or actions that, if assessed, 

help measure progress towards goals. 

Background 

Sections also briefly include a background that highlights why the selected goal was chosen. 

Potential Strategies 

Finally, each goal includes a table of potential strategies – things that the community could do to help realize its 

goals. Each strategy includes a basic assessment of effort (one strong arm for minimal effort, two for moderate 

effort, and three for significant effort). An estimated timeline and potential parties to undertake these efforts 

are also suggested. As readers will additionally note, spaces have been specifically added to the strategy tables 

to allow the addition of ideas. 

Above all, the goal pages have been drafted as a starting point, not an end point. In this regard, the 

community is encouraged to modify and update these pages as they see appropriate, and as circumstances 

change.
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Capacity Building 
 

GOAL 1: Collective Community Vision

 
Establish a shared image of what residents of Monroe 

and the surrounding area want their community to 

become. 

 

Indicators

 
› Community forum hosted and survey conducted 

within 1 year 
› Published vision within 18 months 

 

 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Host a community forum to gather input on 

what a collectively held vision for the 

community might be 
 

6 months 
City Planner & 

City Council 

Conduct a survey to gather additional input 

& feedback on ‘draft’ visions 

 

 

1 year City & OSU partners 

Finalize and publicize a vision statement 
 

 

1.5 years 
City Planner & 

City Council 

    

    

 

Background

 
Vision statements reflect the values and priorities of 

the community. By articulating a future that the 

community hopes to realize, visions help mobilize 

community members, streamline action, and facilitate 

a strategic development process. Although vision 

statements have been included in past planning 

documents, a comprehensive visioning process has 

not been undertaken in many years. 

 
Community visioning process at Koa Ridge, HI 
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a 

 

Capacity Building 
 

 

  

 

GOAL 2: Human Resources

 
Develop and organize staff and volunteer resources 

to facilitate progress toward a community vision and 

support the realization of goals.  

 

Indicators

 
› Create a 0.50 FTE community economic 

development position (1-2 years) 
› Develop 2-3 internships with local educational 

institutions to facilitate grants and other 
community revitalization goals (within 1 year) 
 

Background

 
With limited staff and financial resources, the city of 

Monroe and the surrounding area will rely on new 

staff, interns, and volunteers to achieve many of the 

goals laid out in this plan. This goal strives to build 

the human resources that the Monroe area needs to 

achieve its vision.  

 

 
Volunteers gather to plant trees at a Pacific Northwest-

based Friends of Trees Event 

 
 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Assess current staff & volunteer capacity 
(including staff-sharing opportunities 
with Benton Co.) to meet local needs  

6 months City & County 

Draft job, internship or volunteer 
descriptions that articulate key positions 
that need to be filled  

6 months City & County 

Work with local schools & institutions of 
higher education to establish internship 
program  

6 months OSU & Monroe High School 

Apply for grants to secure funding for 
new paid positions or stipends  

1 year City & County 
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 Capacity Building 

 
 

GOAL 3: Strategic Partnerships

 
Build partnerships with schools, universities, non-

profit organizations and other local entities or 

individuals to facilitate progress toward the 

community vision and support the realization of 

goals. 

 

Indicators

 
› Develop directory of partners/potential partners 

(e.g., non-profit organizations, local universities) 
› Annually update partner directory 
› Host or attend meetings with key community 

partners every year 

 

 

  

Background

 
Partnerships with local communities, governance 

bodies, non-profit organizations, educational 

institutions and other individuals and entities will 

help the Monroe area to achieve goals it otherwise 

would not have the capacity to undertake. Though 

the Monroe area has already successfully worked 

with partners like Oregon State University and the 

South Benton County Recreation Alliance, this goal 

further promotes the establishment and 

maintenance of key relationships that could help the 

area achieve its vision.   

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Identify potential partners that could 
increase the capacity of the Monroe area 
to meet needs & provide services  

2-3 months City & County 

Work with partners to identify efforts 
that may be mutually beneficial & 
potential resources  

6-12 Months City & County 

Develop clear agreements with partners 
that articulate desired outcomes & each 
partner’s responsibilities  

Ongoing City & prospective partners 
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Communications 

 
 

GOAL 4: Inter- and intra-area 
communications

 
Improve transparency through the creation and use 

of clear communication channels within the Monroe 

area and between the Monroe area denizens and 

County representatives or other parties. 

 

Indicators

 
› Increased attendance to community events 
› Increases participation in city council meetings 
› Published notifications of local news, events and 

activities in local papers, Gazette, event 
magazines, and other popular distributions 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Background

 
Communication between members of the 

community and between the Monroe area and other 

communities, partners, and governance bodies (e.g., 

at the county level) is important to identify and 

maximize opportunities and mobilize efforts. Clear, 

consistent communication between stakeholders can 

play a big part in accomplishing goals. 

  

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Identify staff or volunteers to develop 

and maintain a calendar of community 

events 
 

1-2 months City, interns & volunteers 

Reach out to local businesses & 

organizations to gather activity & event 

information for the calendar 
 

3-4 months City, interns & volunteers 

Create, publish & promote updated 

online calendar of activities & events 

that includes Alpine and Bellfountain 

events (i.e., all of Monroe School 

District) 

 
5-6 months City, interns & volunteers 
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Communications 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

  

  

GOAL 5: Project-Sharing Hub

 
Create and maintain an online library of past, 

present, or potential projects in the region. 

 

 

Indicators

 
› Updated accessible website that includes links to all 

city goal objectives (such as calendar of events, 
available incentives, current projects, job board, etc.) 

 

Background

 
One of the challenges that community members 

expressed and that the developers of this plan 

faced was the absence of a single collection of past 

or present plans, programs, and projects. 

Compiling information on past or current 

initiatives, or documenting ideas for the future, 

could be a valuable tool to share information, 

prevent ‘reinventing the wheel’, and bring 

interested and informed parties together. 

 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Identify staff or volunteers to develop 
and maintain a collection of past, 
present & potential projects  

2-3 months 
 
City, interns & volunteers 

Reach out to local leaders, community 
groups & other stakeholders to gather 
information on initiatives  

4-5 months City, interns & volunteers 

Create, publish and promote online hub 
of projects   

6-12 months City, interns & volunteers 
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Business Development 
 

 

GOAL 6: Business & Cottage Industry 
Support

 
Identify and initiate programs that provide small-

scale financial assistance or other support to 

entrepreneurs and new or existing cottage 

industries and businesses in the Monroe area. 

Indicators

 
› Number of businesses in the Monroe area 

(measured annually) 
› Number of new businesses in the Monroe area 

(measured annually, i.e., businesses established 
within the last 12 months) 

  
 
 
 

Strategies on next page… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Background 

 
Businesses and cottage industries provide jobs, 
services, and income to the Monroe area. 
However, research conducted for this plan 
indicates that the Monroe area has struggled to 
attract new businesses or maintain existing ones. 
Supporting new and existing businesses and 
cottage industries is thus a critical step in 
community revitalization. 

 
Shared work space at ‘The Candy Factory’ for freelancers & 

remote employees in Lancaster, PA 
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Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Identify incentives that local governance, groups or 

volunteers can offer to businesses & entrepreneurs   
1 year 

City or new .5 FTE 

position 

Conduct a comprehensive needs assessment with local 

businesses, cottage industries & entrepreneurs  
1-2 years City partnering COG 

Explore grants, county, state & federal programs that 

could provide financial or other resources to support 

incentive programs 
 

1.5-2 years Intern / .5 FTE 

Launch business incubator33 program in Monroe that 
could include financial assistance, technical support, and 
basic outreach/advertising 

 
1.5-2 years 

Partners/ Intern / .5 
FTE/OSU Business 
school 

Develop a quick reference guide to starting a business in 
Monroe that includes relevant zoning, incentives & 
available resources  

 
6 months-1 
year 

Intern 

Update website listing of businesses and link to their 
respective websites/social media accounts  

6 months Intern/partner 

Create a map of local business locations and hours 
 

6 months Intern/partner 

Establish & maintain regular contact with local 
businesses & entrepreneurs  

Ongoing City staff 

Coordinate business hours to maximize clientele 
 

Ongoing Intern/partner 

Offer site selection assistance to new/relocating 
businesses   

Ongoing City staff 

Establish a resource center that provides shared tools, 
appliances, or other key supplies to entrepreneurs, 
artisans & craftsmen as part of a “maker-place” initiative 
in partnership with OSU 

 
2-3 years 

City, OSU Business 
school & other 
partners 

Establish a technical training program or career 
retraining center utilizing space at the school or library  

3-4 years City staff & partners 

 
  

                                                                    
33

 Business incubator programs typically provide facilities, services, financial incentives and/or other assistance to new or vulnerable 
businesses. For example, assistance could be provided through tax incentives, a revolving loan/micro loan fund, flexible and affordably 
priced space, shared-use equipment, networking or advertising opportunities.  
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Community Development & Infrastructure 

 
 

GOAL 7: Sustainable Community 
Development

 
Implement smart growth principles into planning and 

future development. 

 

 

Indicators

 
› Number of vacant commercial lots decreased 

(measured annually) 
› Meetings held and funding sought to facilitate 

update to land development codes (measured 
annually) 
 

Background

 
Monroe and the surrounding area may be on the 

verge of new growth and development. Additionally, 

the community would like to attract new 

businesses.  Now is the time to consider how the 

community wants to grow before it is too late.  Using 

smart growth principles Monroe can focus on making 

strategic investments in community that will provide 

sustainable housing and economic opportunities. 

 

 

 
 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Explore and implement incentives to 
encourage infill along main street in 
Monroe and near Alpine’s community 
center 

 
1-2 years Intern or city staff 

Explore and implement incentives to 
encourage revitalization and use of 
existing buildings over new development  

 
1-2 years Intern or city staff 

Update land development code to include 
mixed-use zoning to encourage diversity 
in housing & retail space 

 
2-3 years 

City staff, Benton County 
& Council of Governments 
(COG) 

Develop and implement design principles, 
policies & codes for 99W through Monroe  

2-3 years 
City staff, Beautification 
Committee, Benton 
County & COG 
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Community Development & Infrastructure 

 
 

GOAL 8: Alternative  

Transportation Options

 
Improve walking, biking, and regional public 

transportation options. 

 

Indicators

 
› Increase in number of students walking or biking 

to school (measured annually) 
› Decrease in auto-pedestrian and auto-bicycle 

accidents in South Benton County (measured 
annually) 

› Increase in number of crosswalks 

 

  

Background

 
The overwhelming majority of residents in the area 

commute to work on a daily basis and traffic has 

increased on the weekend with the development of 

the Alsea Falls mountain bike area. These heavy traffic 

conditions and few sidewalks create unsafe conditions 

for alternative forms of transportation, particularly for 

children. Providing safe places to walk and bike will 

increase community accessibility, health and vitality. 

 

 

 
 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Support the efforts of the South Benton 
County Recreation Alliance to establish a 
multi-use pathway in Monroe and 
throughout South Benton County 

 
Ongoing 

City staff & South Benton 
County Recreation Alliance 
(SBCRA) 

Initiate conversations with City of Corvallis 
and Junction City to provide bus service to 
Monroe area 

 
Ongoing City staff 

Identify funding & other resources to 
support improved alternative 
transportation options 

 
Ongoing SBCRA & other partners 
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Community Development & Infrastructure 

 

 

Background

 
Affordable housing is defined as ‘families that pay 

more than 30% of their income for housing’ (HUD, 

2016). The availability of high quality affordable 

housing is needed in Benton County.  Only 26.5% 

of the affordable housing need is currently being 

met (Oregon Housing and Community Services, 

2015).  Discussions with community residents 

identified a need of having nice, affordable ‘starter 

homes’ within the area, particularly for young 

families whose parents grew up in the community.  

 

 
A Monroe area house listed at ~$70,000 

 
 

A Monroe area house listed at ~$1,000,000 

 
 

 

GOAL 9: Affordable, Quality Housing

 
Diversify the Monroe area’s housing stock to include 

an increased number of affordable but quality 

housing options. 

 

Indicators

 
› Increase in affordable housing stock (measured 

annually) 
› Incentives and funding options available to 

homeowners (measured annually) 
 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Assess current & potential housing stock, 
demand & affordability  

6 months – 1 year 
Volunteer, community 
partner or intern 

Explore regulatory, incentive, or volunteer 
programs to improve affordable but 
appealing housing 

 
6 months – 1 year 

Volunteer, community 
partner or intern 

Identify local or federal resources for 
developing affordable housing  

6 months – 1 year 
Volunteer, community 
partner or intern 

Improve curbside appeal of local homes 
through volunteer programs & 
partnerships with local businesses 

 
6 months – 1 year 

Volunteer, community 
partner or intern 
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Quality of Life 

 

 

  
 

GOAL 10: Service Expansion

 
Increase local access to basic services. 

 

Indicators

 
› Increase in number of food options 
› Decrease in distance to closest gas station 
› Decrease in reliance on car use 

Background

 
Access to basic services such as fresh, healthy food 

and gas are currently limited in the Monroe area. 

There is one store, the Dari Mart, which is unable to 

provide many fresh-food options, and currently no 

gas station. In addition, there is no public transit or 

alternative transportation options to access out-of-

area services. Increasing basic local services, or 

providing increased access to services elsewhere, 

could enhance the quality of life for area residents 

and help attract prospective ones. 

 
View of the Corvallis Farmers Market 

 
 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Evaluate which services (e.g., gas, fresh 
food, health care) the community believes 
are the highest priorities 

 
Within 1 year City staff, intern or volunteer 

Identify opportunities to enhance access 
to key service priorities through the 
establishment of local permanent or 
visiting services (e.g., food trucks), or 
improved transportation options to 
nearby services 

 
Within 1 year City staff, intern or volunteer 

Launch a local farmers & crafts market in a 
central, visible, and accessible space in 
town 

 
2-3 years 

City staff, volunteers & 
partner organizations 

Target outreach efforts and cater 
incentives to business owners and 
entrepreneurs who provide key desired 
services  

 
Within 3 years 

City staff, volunteers & 
partner organizations 
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Quality of Life 
 

 

GOAL 11: Community Spaces

 
Establish new community spaces while continuing to 

improve existing public gathering spaces. 

 

 

Indicators

 
› Increase in amount (acreage/square footage) of 

public spaces (e.g., parks) 
› Increased access to public spaces (i.e., distance 

to parks, open hours of public buildings) 

 

  
 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Evaluate potential locations for new parks, 

public buildings, and open space projects.  
Within 1 year 

City staff, intern or 

volunteer 

Establish a group of community 

volunteers to maintain and improve the 

current parks in the Monroe area. 
 

Within 1 year 

City staff with local 

students, interns & 

volunteers 

Build a footbridge over the Long Tom 

River that crosses from downtown 

Monroe to the park on the other side of 

the river. 

 
10 years 

City & county staff with 

partner organizations 

Develop a ‘riverwalk’, a landscaped 

community walking and biking path along 

the Long Tom River.  
 

10 years 
City & county staff with 

partner organizations 

 
  

Background

 
A new, hillside park was recently built at the end 

Commercial Street, and there is an additional park 

across the Highway 99 bridge. Monroe area residents 

also have some access to spaces at the elementary 

school, high school, and public library. Public, easily 

accessible, community spaces are an important part 

of any town; they can enhance community cohesion 

and provide a space for events and activities.  

 

Chelan Riverwalk Park, WA 
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Community Aesthetics & Identity 

 
 

GOAL 12: Promotion of Local History 

 
Create, maintain, and promote infrastructure and 

information that emphasizes the historical legacy and 

identity of Monroe. 

 

 

Indicators

 
› Number of restored historical buildings in 

Monroe, Bellfountain and Alpine 
› Number of signs, art installations, or other 

markers indicating historical sites/events 
› Website donation link for historical 

renovation/promotion projects  

 

 
 

 
  

Background

 
The Monroe area has a history rich in mills, railroads, 

paddleboats, and early settlement. Expanding upon 

the local museum in Monroe and promoting this 

unique history can create a deeper sense of pride and 

common identity in the community, provide 

educational opportunities, and attract visitors or 

potential residents.  

 

 

Train to the historical Hull-Oakes Mill 
 

 
 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Establish historical committee or Monroe-
area chapter of Benton County Historical 
Society 

 
1 year 

City staff, volunteers & 
other partners 

Develop and install signs or art 
installations marking historical sites or 
events 

 
1-2 years 

City staff, council & local 
historical groups or 
volunteers 

Use local historical sites/structures for 
community meetings, area events or 
activities to promote interest 

 
1 year 

Local groups, property 
owners 

Work with local architects and contractors 
to restore existing historical structures  

3-5 years City staff, council & partners 
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Community Aesthetics & Identity 

 

 

GOAL 13: City beautification

 
Enhance the appearance of central, visible and 

public areas. 

 

 

Indicators

 
› Installation/number of city banners 
› Number of working street lamps (with timers, 

light or motion sensors) 
› Installation of seasonal flower baskets or 

planter boxes  
› Number of trees planted 

 

Background

 
Forum participants and interviews highlighted the 

importance of the appearance of public areas, city 

centers and neighborhoods in Monroe, Alpine and 

Bellfountain. Enhancing the aesthetic appeal of 

visible areas and main streets in the Monroe area 

could help boost city pride and attract visitors or 

prospective residents to the region. 

 

Tree-lined streets of ‘Tree City USA’ Lewiston, Idaho 
 

 

Potential Strategy Effort Timeline Responsible Parties 

Identify/prioritize spaces/infrastructure 
most in need of aesthetic enhancements  

1 year 
Beautification 
Committee & volunteers 
or interns 

Work with arts community to identify 
ways local artisans can contribute to city 
beautification 

 
1-2 years 

Beautification 
Committee & local 
artisans 

Collaborate with Arbor Day Foundation to 
become a ‘Tree City’  

2-3 years 
City staff, council & 
Beautification 
Committee 

Identify regulatory, incentive or volunteer 
approaches to beautification  

1 year 
Beautification 
Committee, volunteers 
or interns 

Work with local architects and contractors 
to implement curb appeal projects, façade 
& sidewalk renovations  

 
2-5 years 

City staff, council & 
partners 

Establish tree ordinance to promote 
planting & maintenance of trees  

1 year City staff, council 
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Appendix A:  Businesses and Services in South Benton County 
 
 

Businesses and Services in South Benton County* 

Business/Service Type Monroe Alpine Bellfountain South Benton County Area 

Government Services 
/Schools/Churches 

Monroe Rural Fire Protection 
District 
Monroe High School 
Monroe Elementary School 
Monroe Municipal Council & Court 
Monroe Library 
Monroe Post Office 
St Rose of Lima Catholic Church 
Monroe Church of Christ 
Abundant Life Church 
United Methodist Church 
Monroe Cemetery 
Monroe Community Center 
Benton County Health 

Assembly of God 
Alpine Community 
Center 

Bellfountain Community 
church 
Christian School 
Bellfountain Cemetery 

 

Agriculture/Farms 

Monroe's Sharing Garden 
Elk Creek Forest Products 
The Greenhouse 

Lurking Turkey Farm 
Queen Bee Honey Double H tree Farms 

Monroe Tree Farm 
Stroda Brothers Farm 
Ashenbrenner Farm 
C&L Farms 
Cherry Creek Tree 
Christmas Tree Lady 
Collins Tree Farm 
Crocker Farms 
Deerhaven Farms 
Earth’s Rising Co-Op Farm 
Frog Hollow Farms 
Green Peak Tree Farm 
Holiday Tree Farm 
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Hubbard Farms 
Jardine’s X-mas Tree Farm 
Jose’s Sheering Service 
King Farms 
Nusbaum Farms LLC 
Sam Pecorilla Trees 
Parson’s Trees 
Quality Christmas Tree Co. 
Tilth Inc. 
Valley View Tree Farm 
Van Beek Dairy Farm 

Heavy 
Equipment/machinery 

Ashlee's Automotive 
Backyard Boys auto shop 

  

 

Construction    

Casey Hull Trucking 
Kaping Trucking & Excavation Inc 
Fairwood Construction 
Mid Valley Drilling Inc. 
Vincent Gwillim Construction 

Manufacturing/Industry    
Hareline Dubbin 
Hulls Oak Lumber 

Retail/Services 

Dari-mart 
Dave’s Electric 
M&K Electric 
Umpqua Bank 
South Benton Community Museum 
Crowson Bus 
Monroe Telephone 
Monroe Resale Shop 
Mark Poorman CPA LLC 
Lawrence Nursery 

Bull Run Trading 
Alpine Pump 
Oregon Wine 
Marketing  

Paradise Springs LLC (Banquet Hall) 
Diamond Woods Golf Course 
Heart of Willamette Winery 
Association 

Restaurants 
Racks on 5th 
LongBranch Restaurant & Lounge Alpine Tavern 

 

 

Wineries/distilleries Broadley Vineyards Alpine Vineyards 
 

Sweet Earth Vineyards 
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Hard Times Distillery TeBri Vineyards and Lavender 
Benton-Lane Winery 

Hotels, 
Accommodations Monroe RV Park 

  

The Inn at Diamond Woods 
Bluebird Hill Farm Bed and Breakfast 

*This list is incomplete and should be revised base on the community knowledge and business records.  The data was collected using 
Google Maps and Businesses listed on the City of Monroe Website, March 2016.
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Appendix B: Case Studies 

 

A. Chimney Rock Village, North Carolina 

Chimney Rock Village is a small community 

of just 111 people
34

 located in rural western 

North Carolina. Though over 500 people 

smaller than current estimates for Monroe, 

it has been selected as a case study because 

of its relative success in revitalization 

through tourism and downtown 

development, despite its small size. 

Chimney Rock Village also centered efforts 

around the development of a river walk, a 

strategy that may also serve Monroe due to 

its location on the Long Tom River.  

Community Assets & Needs 

Chimney Rock Village has three primary 

natural assets due to its location along 

Broad River and the western edge of Lake 

Lure, as well as its position bordering the 

northern edge of Chimney Rock State 

Park.35 These local features draw visitors to the area, which Chimney Rock Village has historically capitalized on 

through tourism and novelty souvenir stores.36 Located approximately 25 miles from Ashville, NC, 96 miles 

from Charlotte, NC and 55 miles from Greenville, South Carolina (see Figure 1), Chimney Rock Village’s location 

between three urban areas may also be an asset. This exposes Chimney Rock Village and the aforementioned 

natural attractions to populations of approximately 86,000, 775,000 and 61,000 respectively,37 positioning the 

area to capture a large number of visitors from the surrounding region. However, the 2000 Census revealed a 

median household income of just $29,583 per year, with 15.8% of families living below the poverty level. 

Reports suggest that ‘the local economy stagnated’, ‘Souvenir shops struggled to survive’, ‘business facades 

crumbled’, and ‘tourism was limited to people stopping for a few minutes on their way to the park’.38 

                                                                    
34

 As of 2014, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. 
35

 Learn more about the park at http://www.chimneyrockpark.com/index.php. 
36

 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 
37

 As of 2014, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. 
38

 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 

Fig. 1. Location of Chimney Rock Village, NC 
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Development Strategies 

In 1996, Chimney Rock established a volunteer-led community development association that ‘extended the 

reach of local government and improved its ability to secure grant funding’.39 In the same year, Chimney Rock 

Village became one of the first towns to participate in the Small Towns Revitalization Project with HandMade in 

America, a community development organization based in neighboring Asheville.40 Working together, the 

planning group focused their efforts around the river, using boulders to make picnic tables, clearing brush, and 

developing a two-mile creek walk.41 Their efforts were funded in part through grant money from the North 

Carolina Rural Economic Development Center and the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural 

Resources, and the construction of the walk was aided by the volunteer labor of several hundred nearby college 

students.42 Chimney Rock Village additionally partnered with the neighboring community of Lake Lure to 

jointly develop trails and other infrastructure along the river.43 Complementing efforts, local leaders from 

Chimney Rock Village worked with property owners to improve the appearance of storefronts and park spaces 

in town.44 

A brief summary of strategies for Chimney Rock Village includes:  

 Developing institutional capacity through a community development association 

 Applying for grants to fund efforts  

 Participating in revitalization initiatives that offer organizational, financial or other support 

 Leveraging natural assets like rivers, lakes, and parks to maximize tourism 

 Beautifying public areas to attract (and keep) visitors 

 Building partnerships with nearby communities  

 Utilizing volunteers from local colleges 

Progress Made 

As of 2008, a reported 17 new businesses had been created in town, seven businesses had expanded, over100 

jobs had been created, 17 business facades had been updated, and Chimney Rock and its community 

development association had leveraged $620,000 in public money to generate over $3.7 million in new private 

investments.45 As seen in the table below, data from the American Community Survey (ACS) continues to 

support, at least in part, these reported successes – median household incomes have increased, while poverty 

rates and unemployment have decreased. Notably, however, the population has appeared to decline. 

 

                                                                    
39

 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 
40

 Morse, Suzanne. 2014. Smart Communities: How Citizens and Local Leaders Can Use Strategic Thinking to Build a Brighter Future. San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
41

 Morse, Suzanne. 2014. Smart Communities: How Citizens and Local Leaders Can Use Strategic Thinking to Build a Brighter Future. San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
42

 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
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Table 1: Summary of Select American Community Survey Estimates for Chimney Rock Village 

Year Population 
Median Household 

Income 
Poverty Rate 

Unemployment Rate 

(16 & over) 

2010 184 $30,250 21.7% 24.4% 

2014 111 $55,313 15.3% 10.9% 

 

Lessons Learned 

Several key lessons emerge from Chimney Rock Village as a case study. First, Chimney Rock Village 

demonstrates that even a small, rural community – not unlike Monroe – can make progress toward 

development goals. Second, this case study demonstrates the importance of building institutional capacity 

as a starting point in order to plan and organize efforts, fundraise, form partnerships, and ultimately execute 

revitalization projects. It is important for Monroe to ask itself if it has the capacity to undertake the steps to 

economic development that it wants to see and, if it doesn’t, how it can develop this capacity. Third, this case 

study demonstrates how communities like Chimney Rock Village, or Monroe, can leverage natural assets by 

forming an identity and infrastructure around them.  

 

Contact Information for Chimney Rock Village 
 

 
Community Development Association 
Contact the CDA through http://chimneyrock.org/contact  
 

 

 

B. Star, North Carolina 
Star is a small community of 85646 people 

located in Central North Carolina. Roughly 200 

people larger than Monroe, Star has been 

selected as a case study not just because of its 

comparable size, but also because of its 

revitalization efforts, which focus on small-

business entrepreneurs and creative 

enterprises. Having highlighted the many 

creative cottage industries and craftsmen in the 

Monroe area, local leaders in Monroe may also 

want to consider a strategy like Star’s. 

 

                                                                    
46

 As of 2014, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. 

Fig. 2: Location of Star, North Carolina 

http://chimneyrock.org/contact
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Community Assets & Needs 

Star is home to the ‘exact geographic center’ of North Carolina,47 and is roughly centered between the two 

largest cities of the state, Charlotte and Raleigh (see Figure 2). This makes Star relatively accessible – within an 

hour and a half long drive – to two large population centers with some 775,000 and 423,000 inhabitants 

respectively.48 Star also boasts a rich history built around railroads and hosiery, a mild climate, and proximity to 

golf courses.49 However, when the hosiery mills closed in the 1990s, many of the inhabitants of Star were left 

without jobs. The 2000 Census revealed a median household income of just $26,845 per year, with 12.1% of 

families living below the poverty level, and some 18% of individuals. Star needed new jobs, and a new 

‘economic engine’.50  

Development Strategies 

In 1993, the Yadkin-Pee Dee Lakes Project (now called Central Park NC) was created by local leaders to help 

revitalize communities like Star and ‘to develop a strategy to preserve the natural and cultural assets of central 

North Carolina, using them to create a sustainable local economy’.
51

 The eight-county initiative, which included 

Star’s Montgomery County, focuses on ‘small businesses development complementary to heritage and cultural 

tourism, and also developing the regional infrastructure for increasing overnight tourism’.52 In Star, this took 

the form of STARworks, a small business incubator program that helps entrepreneurs establish themselves and 

supports them as their businesses grow and move into the local market.53 STARworks provides affordable 

space, shared services and equipment, and management assistance services to its small businesses.54 

STARworks established itself in an abandoned mill building in Star that was donated by a local businessman in 

2004, using a grant from the Golden Leaf Foundation and United States Department of Agriculture to renovate 

the old mill.
55

 To prepare Star to receive businesses after their ‘graduation’ from the STARworks Center for 

Creative Enterprises, a citizen-led organization began to focus on downtown revitalization.56 Work included the 

formation of the Façade and Sign Incentive Grant and Retail Renovation Grant, offered by the Town of Star 

STEP Program.
57

 

A brief summary of strategies for Star includes:  

 Developing a regional collaborative that supports the local economy 

 Applying for grants to fund efforts  

 Establishing a business incubator program that supports small businesses and entrepreneurs 

                                                                    
47

 See the Star, NC government website at http://www.starnc.gov/LifeinStar.html. 
48

 As of 2014, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, 2010-2014 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates. 
49

 See the Star, NC government website at http://www.starnc.gov/LifeinStar.html. 
50

 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 
51

 See a history of the project at http://www.centralparknc.org/about-us/history.html. 
52

 See a history of the project at http://www.centralparknc.org/about-us/history.html. 
53

 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 
54

 See STARworks business incubator policies at http://starworksnc.org/about-us/businesses/starworks-incubator-policies.html. 
55

 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 
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 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University 
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 
57

 See http://starnc.gov/Reinventing%20Star.pdf.  
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 Utilizing vacant buildings for new purposes that support job creation 

 Incentivizing downtown businesses to renovate and beautify their shops 

Progress Made 

In 2008, Star Kilns, a ceramics business, became the first to graduate out of the business incubator program,
58

 

and continues to run today.59 According to their website, the STARworks Center for Creative Enterprise also 

houses four current businesses: WetDog Glass, Echo3, the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, and 

Blankenship Business Solutions. Central Park NC has also continued, boasting a website that highlights key 

features of the central region of North Carolina for visitors and potential residents alike.
60

 As seen in Table 2, 

data from the American Community Survey (ACS) reveals that median household incomes have increased, 

while poverty rates have decreased. However, the population has appeared to decline between 2010 and 2015, 

and the unemployment rate has remained roughly the same. 

Table 2: Summary of Select American Community Survey Estimates for Star 

Year Population 
Median Household 

Income 
Poverty Rate 

Unemployment Rate 
(16 years & over) 

2010 1,030 $33,203 29.7% 11.6% 

2014 856 $40,625 23.8% 11.6% 

 

Lessons Learned 

Star is a case study in how small towns like Monroe can grow small businesses and support entrepreneurs 

through business incubator programs. Converting the old mill into a creative center for new businesses also 

demonstrates how towns can repurpose old and underutilized buildings for new purposes. However, it is 

important to recognize that Star didn’t undertake this initiative alone. Rather, local leaders were able to 

partner with other communities and organizations to establish collaborative that addressed regional 

needs and economic drivers. Finally, Star demonstrates how towns can incentivize downtown revitalization 

through grants for façade improvements and retail renovation.  

Contact Information for Star
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 Lambe, Will. 2008. “Small Towns, Big Ideas: Case Studies in Small Town Economic Development.” School of Government, University  
of North Carolina. http://www.sitka.net/Downloads/Small_Towns.pdf . 
59

 See the Star Kiln’s website at http://www.starkilns.com. 
60

 See the Central Park NC website at http://www.centralparknc.org/index.php. 

Town Clerk 
Robin Hussey 
910-428-4623 
townofstar@gmail.com 

 

STARWorks & Central Park NC 
910-428-9001 
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C. Lewiston, Idaho 

Community Assets and Needs 

Similar to Monroe’s concerns, the small port 

city of Lewiston, Idaho was in need for a 

way to manage transportation and 

revitalization of the economically declining 

downtown zone. Because the town is 

situated near the Columbia River, there is 

high traffic of cargo, ships, trains and public 

road freights.  In 1970 they built a through 

traffic levee bypass road north of the main street.  Although it helped with some of the traffic, it lessened 

business activities which caused a reduction in activity and investment.  They found that over the years their 

businesses were closing and their business district was deteriorating.  They started to think about how to take 

advantage of the bypass built in the 70s, that created a barrier between the snake and clearwater rivers that 

actually was an opportunity to build a more pedestrian friendly downtown environment.61  

Similarly to Monroe area, the professional services were limited and isolated from other cities and towns in the 

region and set apart from convenient highways that would provide access airports and other services. It seemed 

they had nothing to lose and began making plans to revitalize the downtown business district into a more 

appealing area for the people who live there and with hopes to draw in more business.  

Development Strategies 

The city developed a Downtown Improvement Organization and Implementing Context Sensitive Strategies 

plan in 2008 and completed two street corridor reconstructions by 2012.  They began to rally community 

support to fund livability-focused projects.  Within a 5 year period they made improvements throughout the 

city by implementing planning initiatives on a project level with the community. Today this organization is 

called Beautiful Downtown Lewiston.62  

To accomplish their goals they created partnerships, community organizations and their newly created 

committees. In 2008 a local downtown revitalization organization partnered with the City of Lewiston.  They 

took on a Main Street Four Point Approach® that focuses on preservation-based economic development.  The 

funding came through optional annual dues paid by downtown businesses, contribution from the city of 

Lewiston community programs fund, and special events. 

Some features installed include: 

 Pedestrian crosswalk awareness program 

 Installation of pianos on downtown sidewalks to improve public spaces 

 Impactful improvement projects of infrastructure and utility coordination 

                                                                    
61

 U.S.D.T., U.S. Department of Transportation. Livability Initiative: How a Port City Transformed its Downtown-Lewiston, Idaho. 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/livability/case_studies/lewiston_id/index.cfm 
62

 Beautiful Downtown Lewiston (BDL), Idaho town interactive 2009-2016 website. 
http://www.beautifuldowntownlewiston.com/ 

Fig. 3: Lewiston downtown main street 
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 Rebuilt corridors 

 Public arts component banners 

 Bicycle racks in several downtown locations 

The city implemented a Complete Street project with goals to: 

 Narrow traffic lanes 

 Build a bike lane 

 Add speed bumps to reduce traffic volumes and speeds in corridors near schools and veterans homes 

To communicate and initiate the design to the community they blocked the streets and hosted a block party 

that gathered local residents to explain the redesign plan and timeline.  They drew the changes in chalk to show 

where the changes would take place.  To reach all the affected residents they went door to door and discussed 

key concepts and answered questions.  Then the community hired a planning experts to create a street 

reconstruction design and implementation. 

This example shows that Monroe area can beautify 

their downtown area and provide a safe attractive 

environment for the community.  It shows how 

downtown Monroe would attract business and 

community participation. 

The best practices used were in having a vision for 

decided what their needs (safe downtown community, 

beautification, slow traffic) and obtaining funds. After 

establishing a “Downtown Improvement Organization 

and Implementation Context Sensitive Strategies”, 

they created incentives for business in the area to 

donate each year into a fund. Locals connected and 

collaborated with beautification groups outside of their 

town, where they were enabled to hire management to oversee the projects.  Today the town continues to 

make improvements on immediate action issues and following through until completion.  

Success can be seen in the establishment of project groups, avenues for collecting funding for projects with 

incentives for businesses, donations and community events, the completion of the street reconstruction and 

other the completion of smaller projects over time. 

 

 

Contact Information for Lewiston 

 
Wesley Blount 

    wesley.blount@dot.gov 
 

Shana Baker 
shana.baker@dot.gov 

Fig. 4: Lewiston downtown main street 
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Contact Information for Vernonia 

 

 

D. Vernonia, Oregon 
Vernonia is a small town of about 2,000 people. It is 

located 45 miles west of Portland. Industrial logging 

defined the economy of Vernonia since the early 1900s, 

having an economic prosperity until the late 1950s when 

the exhaustion of timber supplies led to their main mill 

closing. Vernonia has been chosen as a case study not 

only for its comparable natural resources, small size, 

and proximity to larger cities; but mainly because, like 

Monroe, the loss of timber industry left it with a 

dwindling economy that needed to be revitalized. 

Community Assets & Needs 

Vernonia is located within the coastal range of northern 

Oregon. The community has great natural resource assets, but lacks the critical population and economic 

support to provide basic retail and services for necessary for a vital downtown core. Members of the community 

must commute for basic services. The town needed a way to attract more people, so it could develop some of 

its downtown. Interestingly, the town rests in a flood zone and a 1996 flood leveled much of the town. This left 

many houses, businesses, and schools damaged. The influx of new sites to re-build left the community with an 

opportunity for new development and revitalization. 

Developments Made 

In response to the 1996 flood, the community launched a unified effort based around a single-community vision 

to redevelop as a green, self-contained community. The city sought grants to re-build the schools using new 

environmental design. They also launched a “Vernonia Rural Sustainability Center” which focusses on providing 

research and job-training initiatives based on forest sustainability and green energy concepts. The city has 

worked to incentivize new business. 

Vernonia, in rebuilding its economic base, has benefitted greatly from the Banks-Vernonia rails-to-trails 

project. The new trail, connecting Vernonia to more local Portland suburbs has brought hundreds of cyclists 

into the area. In doing this, Vernonia has monetized their natural assets and provided a larger customer base for 

local businesses. 

Lessons Learned 

Being a similar city to Monroe, Vernonia can offer some valuable insights and lessons. In response, to the floods 

they established a common, unified community vision that specifically defined what they want their 

community to look like in the future. And since doing that have found a way to incentive local businesses and 

have a multi-functional economy that uses natural assets, local industry, and tourism to provide an 

economic base for the community. 

 

 
Mayor – Randy Parrow 
parrow@vernonia-or.gov 

 

Fig. 5: Cyclist riding the Banks-Vernonia trail 
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E. Potosi, Wisconsin 
Potosi, Wisconsin is in close proximity to the 
Mississippi River has a population of 688.  Efforts to 
improve economic conditions began in 1995 when a 
historic building was bought by a couple of locals 
artists in hopes to make it a restoration project.  The 
building had once been a brewery but had been vacant 
and decaying for 30 years.  By 2000, the renovation 
efforts included the entire community and the 
establishment of 501©(3) non –profit Potosi Brewery 
Foundation that they modeled after a preexisting 
philanthropic Newman’s Own Foundation63. 
 
The project cost 7.5 million that was funded from a 
variety of federal, state and private sources.  Part of 
the USDA’s Business and Industry Guaranteed Loan 
Program that backed 2.6 million loan and extended 
it.  Other USDA loans were guaranteed at $660,000 and a total of $849,000 from the Federal Highway 
Administration’s National Scenic Byways Program.  In 2010 another $75,000 loan came from EDA Revolving 
Loan Fund (RLF) for more expansion.  The Foundation created was able to raise 5 million dollars for the project 
and is consistent in paying off the remaining loans.64 
 
After restoration the American Breweriana Association National Brewery Museum became a major tourist 
destination. In the first year 50,000 visitors from every state and over thirty countries passed through. In 2012 
this increased to 70,000.   
 

 
Fig.7:  This image shows the Potosi Brewery after renovations.  The building was abandoned for three decades.  
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 Potosi Brewing Company." Potosi Brewing Company. Web. 17 Mar. 2016. 
64

 NADO.org. Web. 17 Mar. 2016. 

 

Fig 6:  This images shows the Potosi Brewing Company 
surviving the Prohibition era and as the fifth largest 

brewery in Wisconsin. 
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The positive economic impacts of restoring the brewery have spread throughout the community.  These 
impacts include $4.3 million impact on the region in provided wages, beer and merchandise sales and revenue 
from tourism. Capitalizing on the historic resources and buildings in town, the community has created an 
economic vision with a strong historic preservation element.  This plan includes areas for new residential 
“villages” parks, event centers and hotels.  The community has also capitalized on their proximity to the 
Mississippi river for its scenery and recreational opportunities.  The community development success is said to 
be due to the continued community commitment and efforts along with the passion of over 100 volunteers 
each year.    
 
The chart below shows the shift of earnings from 2002 to 2014.  From 2002 to 2010 there was a decrease in the 
amount of people working and a noticeable shift in the share percentage.  Between 2010 and 2014 the number 
of people working in the area increased in all income earnings levels, with a big economic increase in this area in 
2014 showing 14.60% increase in people making 3,333 per month or more (1 person in 2002 and 21 people in 
2014)65.   

 
Table 1:  Employment earnings in Potosi, WI before restoration project in 2008 and after 2012. 

 

Earnings 2002 2010 2014 

  
Count Share Count Share Count Share 

 
$1,250 per month or less 70 73.70% 13 61.90% 86 64.20% 

 
$1,251 to $3,333 per month 24 25.30% 5 23.80% 27 20.10% 

 
More than $3,333 per month 1 1.10% 3 14.30% 21 15.70% 

 

This case study example shows the capability of a small town that has similar demographics to Monroe in 
population and businesses for that area. They have amenities of nature at their back door and the potential for 
growth in both residential areas and down town business districts. South Benton County also has a rich historic 
back ground and unused business hat hold potential for expanding markets, particularly for local artisans and 
wineries. The South Benton County area also has strong community support and could be part of an economic 
endeavor like the one in Potosi, WI. This type of community historic restoration and economic revitalization 
effort would work well in South Benton County. 
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